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➨TRANCE - the story of a girl that thought she was the only one. Now, she has allies - walking corpses that hide in the shadows. You need to learn to fight. This is no cakewalk. No playing around. ◆♣♣♣ As you progress in your journey, you'll find unique weapons and items for fighting against
your enemies - two “Walkers”. ➨♣♣♣ ◆♣♣ ➨Watch out for the traps! Even without an online connection you'll need to explore every nook and cranny to gain the upper hand. Experience different settings and with different types of gamepad to use. There are thousands of enemies and only a

few bullets. Make sure to use each one appropriately. __________________________________________ TRANCE is a SHORT 2D Side-Scrolling Adventure Platformer. You can play it with gamepad or joystick. Here are my basic instructions: 0) Unzip the archive and launch the game 1) Start the
controller settings and choose the Controller type that you're planning to use in the game. 2) Connect your controller to your PC via USB 3) Start the game by pressing Play ➨ TRANCE © 2018 - jmtb02 Télécharger About this Game Welcome to the end of the world as we know it! Space has

been ravaged by the invasion of the alien hordes. The fate of the Earth, in this moment, rests on your shoulders. The ultimate mission is upon you: Save mankind. In the heat of the battle, a young astronaut, you, awakens from a deep sleep and finds that the Earth is under attack. Your mission
is to escape the planet and fight the enemy as you travel through five massive levels. The game is a SHORT and SIMPLE 2D side-scrolling adventure platformer featuring an unlikely pixel graphic style in different worlds. Challenge and test your abilities with the game’s extreme difficulty.

Overcome level obstacles. Solve puzzles. Defeat enemies. Win the battle. And acquire key items to help you on your way. Fight Enemies Overcome Obstacles This maybe the hardest part of the game. Be ready to repeat! Solve Puzzles Fight Bosses Gain key items Double Jump Wall Slide Dash
Shield About The Game One Bullet left: ➨TRANCE
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Play With Me: Escape Room Features Key:
Crypto currency in-game and daily premium reward

Daily premium reward can be claimed once daily
Crypto currency unlock by level up

Daily premium reward can be claimed once daily
Hack Features
Social features
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